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403-606-1795 brianhurricanesmith@outlook.com

I have been doing commercial voice overs for radio and
television plus video voice overs for over thirty years. My
voice has a deeper warm feeling to it. I can provide diﬀerent
textures and styles of reads along with a few character reads
for clients as the script requires.
I have my own studio and can deliver audio ﬁles in a variety
of formats via attachment to an email, FTP or ﬁle sharing
service. Turnaround times are fast.
Here is a list of some of the clients I have had and continue
to do voice over work for.

Air Canada. Program Host of their inﬂight Country Music entertainment program.
Lammles Western Wear. Commercial Voice Overs.
Wrangler. Commercial Voice Overs.
Corus Radio Calgary. Commercial and Video Voice Overs.
Corus Radio Edmonton. Commercial Voice Overs.
Enbridge. Video Voice Over for corporate video “Information Stream”
Death of Money. Commercial Voice Overs for book promotion in the US.
Larry H Miller Chrysler. Commercial Voice Overs for dealerships in Arizona and Utah.
Tapmaster. Video Voice Overs for Instructional videos
Space Center Self Storage. Video Voice Overs for online marketing.
Country Music Television. On Camera host of CMT Beat
Keddies Western Wear and Tack. Commercial Voice Overs.
Fraserway RV. Commercial Voice over British Columbia campaign
Wizards Christmas II: Return of the Snow King. Voice Acting: The Foreman.

To listen and download my commercial and video voice over demos go to my website
www.brianhurricanesmith.com and for more information about voice work feel free to
contact me at the numbers above.
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Client Comments
“Brian oﬀers a rare combination of a dynamite read with prompt response times. Both are appreciated. I
enjoy using the services of Brian for a variety of radio ads in our market.”
Kevin Hilgers
Wave Media Inc

"Brian is a pleasure to work with! He is able to oﬀer high quality and fast voice over work. He is reliable
and has a voice appreciated by many of our clients. If you are still contemplating whether to hire Brian for
your project or not - DO IT - you will not regret that decision.”
Izabela Russell,
Managing Director of Music Radio Creative"

“Brian ‘Hurricane’ Smith has a big voice and a wide variety of commercial reads – from folksy and friendly
to serious and powerful. He’s also excellent on corporate narrations. Brian is also a joy to work with;
polished, professional and punctual.”
Doris Rodgers
Creative Director, Corus Radio Calgary
“Brian has excellent copy interpretation! No need to listen in and coach Hurricane as he always delivers a
solid voice over in a variety of styles. Soft sell to hard sell – soft soothing tones to aggressive – I am
always happy with his delivery and quality sound.”
Lowell Christensen
Spotworks Radio Production

“I’ve known and worked with Brian for over 20 years. In everything Brian does, he puts in 100%. He’s
always evolving, not afraid to learn new things…and using those new skills to strengthen his portfolio.
Even after completing a job, he’s following up to make sure you’re satisﬁed. I wouldn’t hesitate to hire
Brian for any project that requires his skills.”
Roberto Dorazio
Imaging Producer, Corus Radio Calgary
"We have used Brian multiple times since 2005 for on hold messaging. His turnaround time is great and
on time and we trust him to get the voicing job done right so our clients are happy."
Ryan Soper
Managing Partner
Dynamic Productions

